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2017 Year in Review:
2017 YEAR IN REVIEW: THANK YOU TO OUR CLIENTS, PARTNERS, CONSULTANTS, AND FRIENDS
December seems to be a good time to reflect on the past year and
start making plans for the coming year. I believe we are
conditioned to that at a young age with the idea of New Year’s
Resolutions. In reality, moving from 2017 to 2018 is just the passage
of time through a linear path, but we
look for a “reset” each year when we
start again in January.
2017 has seen its challenges on many
fronts, including natural disasters that
affected many people. It is reassuring
to see how as a society, we put aside
other differences and help our fellow
man in times of need like this, and I
pray that those affected continue to
recover and see a much better 2018.
From the business side, we see 2018 as an exciting year. More
projects are being planned, and it appears that companies are
seeing more and more how IT can enable the business to be more
successful and competitive.
At SAPPHIRE NOW 2017, SAP unveiled technology that just a couple
of years ago seemed like it was years in the future. Now, with
HANA, SAP Leonardo, and the continuation of IoT technology, the
advancement of business solutions will progress at speeds we have
not witnessed before. It will be very interesting to see how
technology advances business as well as things in our everyday life
over the next few years.
I am reminded of how much advancement we’ve seen in the last 20
years when my kids ask me what kind of cell phone I had when I
was a kid. I explained that I didn’t get my first mobile phone until
the 90’s and then it was a ‘bag phone’ and then a ‘candy bar phone’
and they were AMAZING!
Now we have a computer that we carry in our pocket (or on our
wrist for some people), that continues to progress and lessen the
need for a computer on your desk.

As businesses look at how this new technology fits into their
landscape, they are still evaluating it for ROI. It only makes sense to
look at quick ROI projects first when technology is advancing so
rapidly.
Don’t forget to just look for all of the
new technology for high ROI projects.
Over the last several years, many
companies have shelved projects that
may need another look now. The
technology and ROI may now justify
those projects.
Total Cost of Ownership is always a
relevant discussion. Now more than
ever, we are having discussions with
clients on how to get more from their
current systems. These discussions can take several paths, but
typically include one of the following:
• Implementing functionality that they already own, but
		 aren’t using,
• Reviewing existing solutions to see if they still meet the needs
		 of the business, and if they can be served with a better solution,
• Reviewing business needs that may be able to be streamlined
		 with Mobile or Web-based Solutions.
Reducing TCO continues to be a primary focus of our services in
2018, as we deliver high ROI solutions to our customers.
We would like to thank all our clients, partners, consultants, and
friends for your continued trust in Titan. It is because of you and
your trust in us that we come to work with passion and enthusiasm
to support you.
We look forward to 2018 to unleash the power of together® and to
deliver solutions that help grow your business and realize the full
potential of your SAP investment.
Remember to take some time this holiday season to be thankful for
what you have achieved this year and enjoy a memorable holiday
season with family and friends.
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WHY SOME MOBILITY PROJECTS SUCCEED AND SOME DON’T?
Let Me Synthesize Titan’s Mobility Success Factors!
Why do more than 80% of enterprise Mobility projects fail? And what
do you need to do to be part of the 20% that succeeds!
I am going to synthesize the numerous conversations, presentations,
working sessions and mobility projects to give you the actions you
need to take to deliver your project as one of the successful 20%.
You can place the main challenges, hurdles, missteps, and myopia in
the following areas:
• Project Results Take Too Long
• Happy and Unhappy Users
• Project Owner and Processes
I don’t want to scare you and say that if you don’t mobilize you die. It’s
not that dramatic, but your competition is going to use a mobile
platform to serve their customers better and maybe steal some of
yours!
Smartphones and tablets are changing the way we run our lives and
conduct business. Developing apps for a distributed enterprise is no
easy task. Usual challenges include multiple technologies, highly
distributed environments and computing networks often built on a
hybrid infrastructure combining legacy systems with newer ones to
work on a myriad of mobile devices.

Success in mobile projects follow these
simple principles:
• Follow agile project objective and
		 deliver usable functionality, fast
• Focus on user experience and ease
		 of use
• Collaborate with Business and IT
To start, focus on some quick wins in
the shortest timeframe. An agile
model best suits this approach. Build the apps as an extension of the
enterprise transactional backbone. Typically, this is SAP ECC or S/4
HANA for our clients but could be Salesforce, Workday, or other leading
enterprise applications.
By extending your SAP processes through easyApps, you ensure the
integrity and controls in processing your mobile transactions. This
solution includes your business rules, security, and integration for
domestic or global implementations.
One of our clients started their mobility roadmap with easyPrice which
mobilizes Quotes and Sales Orders. Or you can start with one of the
back-office processes such as HR Benefits Requests, PTO Approval, or
AP Invoice Approval.

So, what are the success criteria?

“Why are users unhappy with their mobile applications?”
When I hear this question, it drives me batty! The most common
complaints I hear are:
• “Our Sales Quoting app is not intuitive like Amazon or Uber.”
• “I am not a SAP user, why can’t I use functions I am
		 most familiar with?”

“Why do these projects take so long?”
I have had several clients ask me this question. Mobility projects get
bogged down for many reasons; infrastructure, functionality, user
experience, sponsors, and conflicting objectives.

Our “User First” approach allows us to focus on the screen and form size
to simplify use and navigation on the devices they are familiar with,
smartphones and tablets. This approach increases user acceptance and
accelerates deployment and usage rates.

Your mobile strategy does not have to be complex. In fact, the ROI
should easily provide you with a 4:1 or 5:1 ROI or better. One of our
clients invested about $200K in Titan’s easyPrice application and is
realizing about a 2 million dollar benefit.

MOBILITY PROJECTS CONTINUED ON PAGE 3...

YOUR SAP WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT (WM) AUTOMATION PROJECT!
The CFO was nervous! Operations
were panicking! How big was this
inventory write-off going to be?
Year-end bonuses were in jeopardy
and stakeholder’s jobs could be
lost!

smallest differences were around 10%, with some locations having as
much as a 30% gap: the quantities in the bins did not agree with their
SAP system.
What happened?

Paul was brought in to fix the
Warehouse Automation Project.
He was the leader they needed for
this project: he should have led the project in the first place! He
was bright, fair, respected, and had worked in the company for 20 years
– management and operations trusted his judgment.

The warehouse automation project started a few years ago when the
manufacturing company wanted to automate their North American
warehouses. The solution was to harmonize and automate the primary
warehouse processes:
• Receiving and Putaway;
• Inventory, Bin and Location Methodology;
• Pick, Pack, and Ship;
• Internal Warehouse Movements and Processes.

The inventory shortage problem surfaced when they started doing
their quarterly cycle-counts at their Southwest warehouses. The

A team was formed to evaluate the warehouse locations, current
practices, and finally choose a WM Automation software package.

WAREHOUSE CONTINUED ON PAGE 6...
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“And you were in such a hurry to get into the game?”, Winters
continues. Does this humorous portrayal remind you how much
we need insurance to cover the unpredictable and unforeseen?
You also need insurance for your SAP Applications!
Because the unexpected happens with your systems and applications
and you need insurance for big and small fires. You need more than just
insurance; you need a partner that is there for you when the fire alarm
sounds - Titan’s Application Management Services (AMS).
Our AMS provide you with:
• Reliability
• Predictability and Flexibility
• Insights
• Value
Have you had one small incident engulf your entire system, time,
resources, and your energy?
One of our clients had this problem, and we covered it. They called us,
and we dove right in and resolved their Transport Layer Security (TLS)
upgrade issue.
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The funniest incident starts at a tailgate: the barbecue explodes
erupting into a massive fire inside the car and sets off a chain reaction.

integr
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management Enterprise
TLS levels.
The tests
were successful in
Development and Quality, but when it got to Production, the system
crashed. What happened? Customer Sales Reps could not enter quotes
and sales orders for two days.

New

I was watching my college team on Saturday and could not believe
how many commercials were on. The one that stood out was with
actor Dean Winters practicing his many test crash dummy impressions.
The point of the commercial, how a simple incident turns into a bigger
problem and conflagrates into a full five-alarm fire.

software

DOES YOUR APPLICATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES REMIND
YOU OF AN INSURANCE COMMERCIAL?
How to Avoid Mayhem with Titan’s Application Management Services!

The CIO called us to help, and we resolved the problem within a few
hours.
They rely on Titan Consulting to fix their issues when they happen.
We specialize in SAP systems: R/3, ECC, BW, BOBJ, CRM, and more.
We provide project management, functional, Basis, security, and
application development support for all their SAP systems as level 2
and level 3 support.
Another client uses our services as an extension of their IT organization
because our rates are fair, predictable, and our service model is flexible.
They have a core team that handles most of level 1 and level 2 work,
but at times, needs support due to the volume of tickets, incident
urgency, or skill set.
Also, we provide level 3 and level 4 application support. Level 3 covers
enhancements, roll-outs, and upgrades to their existing applications
and systems. Level 4 is for new products or projects.

MEYHEM CONTINUED ON PAGE 4...

...MOBILITY PROJECTS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
Developing the UI/UX with HTML5 adopts the ease of use and
capabilities that mobile users use every day on their phone and tablets.
Users like our easyApps because they work and they are comfortable
with the navigation.
“Are building mobile apps an IT project?”
No, our experience with successful projects engages joint sponsorship
with both Business and IT.

We answered these questions and more for our clients, SAPPHIRE
attendees, ASUG attendees, and other conferences.
Titan Software easyApps are designed and built to extend your
business processes using native SAP integration. The same services
integrate Salesforce, SuccessFactors, and other cloud and on-premise
applications into the hands of your anytime, anywhere workforce.

Jumping on the mobile app bandwagon is common these days. The
number of ‘killer’ apps increases every day in the App Store. Still, more
than 80% of these apps are never downloaded and used. Why?

Our Titan Software easyApps are designed to deliver business value to
your mobile workforce with a focus on reducing your IT and Business
TCO. We offer mobile solutions for Finance, Supply Chain, Customer
Engagement and Human Resources.

The recipe for success for mobile apps demands participation and
commitment by business users to design and test the app. The testing
of the app by the users should identify more issues during test cycles
rather than in the field.

Are you looking to a 4:1 or 5:1 ROI on your mobility project? If you are
interested in seeing Titan’s easyApps, perform on every day mobile
devices, contact Joseph Lamb, joseph@titanconsulting.net, or call him
at 972-743-2872; or contact your Titan Consulting Director.

Developers and users collaborate in an agile format to develop the
look, feel, and processes to reap the capabilities of the mobile devices.
IT will continue to focus on the ERP transaction backbone,
infrastructure, connectivity, security, and governance. These elements
can’t be ignored and require consistency across your mobile platform.

You can also see additional information on Titan Software at Titan
Consulting, (www.titanconsulting.net).
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LEONARDO - IOT, BIG DATA, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE – I WANT IT!
Start with MII and MES to Get You There!
At TechEd, I drove a miniature “sensor-tagged” vehicle through a maze
of obstacles. The goal was to drive the vehicle quickly
through the maze without hitting any of the
obstacles.
It was challenging, and my kids and grandkids could
have kicked my butt in this game.
The point of the game was to demonstrate how to
track deliveries or school children on buses, and how
you can monitor their route and progress. The
premise is how to use technology to compete,
digitize and transform the business.
At dinner, we discussed how much fun it was to play the
game and talked about some of the cool things that are
emerging in this area. However, one of our guests
mentioned that while it was great to see these toys,
they had to get more from their current data collection
systems before talking about tracking vehicles,
machine learning, Big Data and other leading-edge initiatives.
We got into a fascinating conversation on how to get the best of both
worlds – a bimodal approach. Get more from your current systems and
still have the bandwidth to initiate new exploratory projects like IoT,
Machine Learning, and Big Data.
The path that we guide many clients on their journey follows these
straightforward steps:
Step 1 – Automate the Shop Floor
Step 2 – Building a Preventative Shop Floor
Step 3 – Migrate to a Predictable Shop Floor

For this article, we will focus on Automating the Shop Floor.
The Journey of 1000 Miles begins with the
First Step!
Where are you today? The best place to start your
journey to IoT, Big Data, and Machine Learning is
to have a reality check on where are you today?
The goals of automating the shop floor benefit COO’s,
Controllers, Asset Managers, Maintenance Teams,
Front Line Employees and other stakeholders.
If you automate, you should expect to improve:
•  Product Output and Quality
•  Equipment Efficiency and Effectiveness
•  mployee Morale and Safety
What data are you capturing? If you are on the path
to Machine Learning, Big Data or IoT, you will need
to know what data to capture and is it the right data.
An objective of shop floor automation is to standardize processes and
data models.
From our experience, many shop floors in the US and other countries
have a hodgepodge of equipment; some old, some new. Standardizing
on common processes is not always possible due to the age and
technology of the equipment. Modern equipment is easier to automate
as it has the capabilities built into the equipment.
We encourage our clients to standardize and harmonize on consistent
data and analytics models – everyone capturing and measuring the
same things!

MES AND SHOP FLOOR CONTINUED ON PAGE 5...

...MEYHEM CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
They acquired a new business, and we performed the roll-out of SAP
modules across the US and Canada. Since our team has dedicated
and named resources, we understood their business processes,
configuration, and customization. We supplemented our support
team with some additional consultants and could deliver the project
in 10 weeks.
Our agreement has a defined rate card and getting a budget estimate,
and planning was easy. We scoped the processes and customization
that were needed and applied the rates to the estimated hours. The
Capex was quickly compiled, and the roll-out plan was approved.
Also, we assisted their IT and Business with upgrades, training,
enhancements, and new business processes.
Our AMS services provide insights that spotlight opportunities and
threats to your SAP system. During our Quarterly Business Review
(QBR), we provide data-driven insights into where you are spending
your time and resources.
The dashboard is organized by functional area or by service level
type that resources are consumed: in Finance or by Application
Development. Understanding where the scatter diagram of incidents
are coming from may also uncover where you need training,
corrections, or additional support.
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For another AMS client, we identified a pattern that suggested a
need for training. In Finance, we saw a need for training after related
tickets were submitted over a 6-month period. After some discussions
with the controller, and due to resource promotions and turnover,
knowledge transfer was required on Report Writer and AP processes.
At Titan Consulting, we always start with the end in mind so we
recommended an intensive 4-hour workshop over a couple of days
to review these suspect processes. The Finance team was pleased
with the training because they wanted to avoid these repeated blocks
and problems in the system.
Yes, our AMS offerings provide more than just insurance. We deliver
reliable, predictable, and flexible services that help you run your
business more effectively at a lower cost.
Do you want to avoid Mayhem and bring order and clarity to your SAP
environments? Contact Blake Snider, blake@titanconsulting.net, or call
him at 469-835-5358; or contact your Titan Consulting Director.
You can also see additional information on our AMS services at Titan
Consulting, www.titanconsulting.net.
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IS THERE ANY BETTER FEELING THAN THE ONE YOU
GET FROM HELPING SOMEONE?
Helping our Neighbors in Houston, Puerto Rico, and Mexico!
September, we heard about one natural disaster after another. Harvey
flooded Houston, then Irma knocked out the Caribbean and Florida,
fires engulfed parts of California, and a 7.1 monster earthquake rocked
Central Mexico.
We all know someone that was affected by one or more of these
catastrophic events. For many of us, our lives have returned to normal.
In these disaster zones, the nightmare continues.
How can you help?

house is still unlivable but was
able to evacuate and get to a safe
place before the storm’s fury hit.
She was in a state of shock as she
watched helplessly at the
cameras inside of her house
captured the slow rise of water
overwhelming the house until
the camera was knocked out.

In October, “unleash the power of together®” was on full display in The
Charity Room at this year’s SAPinsights Conference in Irving, TX. The
SAPinsights team raised the bar because the goal of 300 Care Packages
to help the victims of these natural disasters was achieved on the first
day.

Ashley Luttrell, Rachel McIntosh, and Shomari Taylor were the
organizers of this year’s SAPinsight charity event. Ashley expressed
deep gratitude for Titan Consulting’s continuous support to
SAPinsights by sponsoring the charity event. “Titan is a great sponsor
and the type of company that we appreciate as a Texas neighbor!”
Ashley said.

Attendees from Texas and throughout the US and Mexico helped
collect and wrap Care Packages. The feeling of gratitude and charity
was contagious. One grateful attendee from Houston put more than
one Care Package together. These packages consisted of personal care
items, diapers, or t-shirts.

The SAPinsight and ASUG Chapter meeting has passed, but you can
still help with your contributions. We have embraced Houston Texans
Defensive End, JJ Watt’s Houston Flood Relief Fund https://www.
youcaring.com/victimsofhurricaneharvey-915053 which has now raised
over $37,000,000, but families still need your help!

She recounted the horror, tragedy, and miracles that captured the
nation’s attention for weeks. While she was not affected, her neighbor’s

Thank you to all those who participated in the SAPinsight Charity Room
event!

...MES AND SHOP FLOOR CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
One of our customers uses SAP’s MII for their shop floor data collection
and analytics system. This extrusion manufacturer of plastics uses
common metrics to help them manage products and machines.

Hang a Jumbotron!
Are you looking for a quick win? Hang a monitor for each line and one
for the entire floor or plant and keep score!

For product metrics, they capture over 50 quality and quantity metrics:
weight, length, thickness, color, surface, batch, and other traceable
metrics that are shared with their customers, support product quality
and traceability, and analytics.

One of our customers enhanced their shop floor operations simply by
hanging a monitor at the end of each line. After getting feedback from
the shift managers, automating the shop floor improved the processes
on the lines, but did not engage the employees.

They found out that tracking smartens their business and puts them
on the path to other initiatives such as Big Data and Machine Learning.

They were afraid of losing their jobs to automation, robots, and
technology. The client supported an open and candid work
environment and discussed how the automation investments were
mutually beneficial.

Improving OEE:
The equipment metrics support their OEE objectives for Equipment
Efficiency and Effectiveness. Some of these metrics include runtime by
machine component, temperature, and throughput. Accumulating
these metrics help the maintenance team build their decision support
for their preventative maintenance initiatives.
One challenge they faced, equipment was being transferred from one
location to another. The company would downsize one plant and
move lines of equipment to a location where demand and capacity
required it. But tracking of the equipment as part of the move was
often lost, and the new maintenance teams struggled to stay on top of
the maintenance plans.
These metrics along with the equipment work order history now
allows them to develop rules for maintaining the specific lines, and
components. In their business, an unplanned equipment outage can
cost tens of thousands of dollars in missed delivery dates, customer
delivery penalties, and goodwill.
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One solution, hang a Jumbotron to keep score. It does not have to be
as big as the one in AT&T Stadium in Dallas. One large enough that line
and shift workers can see their progress by lines, shifts, and plant,
together as a team.
Some friendly competition ensued and surprisingly – not – yield
improved, output increased, and change over time was reduced.
Another byproduct of this decision: plant morale improved, injuries
and sick days trended down, and output increased.
Is your Shop Floor Automated? Is Shop Floor Automation or MII
meeting your expectations? Are you on the roadmap to Leonardo? Our
Advisory Services Consultants have the business process and
technology experience to streamline your Supply Chain, Shop Floor,
and Analytics. Contact Kent Lamb, kent@titanconsulting.net,
214.632.5621; or, contact your Titan Consulting Director. You can see
additional information on our Advisory Services page at www.
titanconsulting.net.
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...WAREHOUSE CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
It was like opening Pandora’s Box. No two locations had the same
layout, work practices, and procedures.

tight integration is a recipe for lost bonuses and jobs as well as late
nights and overbudget projects.

The project team chose a bolt-on package, and the investment was less
than they had expected. The team elected to move forward and
customize the mobile software rather than harmonize the SAP WM
process. The emphasis was on laying out the screens on the mobile
platform in a WYSIWYG format. The problem, you can’t harmonize
business processes just through a common screen layout – Mistake #1.

Titan Consulting and their Titan Software’s Warehouse Management
solution, easyShip® addresses all the checkboxes for your mobile
warehouse environment on SAP.
• Updates back-end integration and synchronization
with Warehouse and Inventory Management View
		 real-time integration
• View real-time stock in the warehouse by product
		 and by bin.
• Perform transfer order picking with quantity updates.
• Perform transfer order putaways with bin confirmation.
• And more features that streamline operations and
		 control inventory.

The software did what it was supposed to do, build a flexible, easy-touse front-end, but the software companies consultants didn’t know
SAP. But they gave their best effort to integrate the data. Mistake #2!
When items were taken out of inventory to fulfill a Sales Order, it was
done manually. The inventory was relieved from stock after the truck
had left. The updates were only performed periodically throughout the
day. No one trusted the numbers in the system. Mistake #3.
When the next order that selected those items couldn’t find them, the
warehouse handlers fulfilled the orders from other bins and locations.
It was with good intention, but with horrible results. The warehouse
teams chalked it up to business as usual, but no one could begin to
imagine the snowball effect on the inventory counts.
Paul and his new team brought in a partner with expertise on mobile
applications and SAP. They had tough choices to make. Where would
they start? The immediate goal was put trust back into the process, or
their problems would continue to mount. Their priorities:
1. Harmonize the warehouse processes so that the
		 system reflected the physical
2. Automate the good processes they had
3. Integrate the front end mobile app with back-end SAP.
During their investigation, the SAP WM system, while not optimal, was
performing as designed and configured. The primary culprit was the
mobile software. It did not send correct information back to WM.

What you’ll find in the easyShip® Management app:
• HTML5 technology to design the ultimate UI/UX
		 work experience.
• Warehouse Cockpit: Review the workflow for the day.
• Shipping Calendar: Assists you in scheduling time
		 and resources.
• Full Device Integration: Lets you get the most out
		 of your device.
Paul and his team have many months of work to do before they can
untangle their Warehouse Automation Project, but they now have a
clear path to the right solution.
We will continue updating you with Paul’s progress with this project in
the next few months. If in the meantime, you have challenges in your
Warehouse Automation Project or you are planning a new project and
need assistance, Titan Consulting is here to advise and guide you on
the right mobile and warehouse automation strategy for your
company. Contact David Geaslen at 832.422.3251, or david@
titanconsulting.net; or contact your Titan Sales Director.  

Paul had to rip the bandage off and start all over! No one liked the
decision, but when the steering committee evaluated the alternatives,
this made the most sense.
The key takeaway and lesson learned from this experience – UI/UX is
important, but only one part of the solution. A pretty screen without
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ASUG Indiana Chapter Meeting
February 9, 2018
Indiana University
Bloomington IN

ASUG Georgia Chapter Meeting
February 23, 2018
Loudermilk Conference Center
Atlanta, GA

SAP-Centric Financials

March 19-21, 2018
Dallas/Plano Marriott at
Legacy Town Center
Plano, TX

Happy Holidays and a Prosperous 2018!
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